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When the Times Get (really) Tough …  

Dick Flannery 

March 27, 2020 

Capital Market Update  

So much has changed since we communicated with you just one week ago, that it is hard to know quite where 

to begin. A terse summary of the week-to-week change here in the U.S. might simply observe that this 

week the health crisis got worse while the financial crisis got better. But neither of those observations candidly 

says much about where either crisis will be next week, next month, or next year.   

A more fulsome summary would probably describe this week’s major government stimulus programs, the three 

straight up days in equity markets that at least temporarily and modestly dampened financial anxiety levels, the 

rapidly evolving rate of COVID-19 infection rates in the U.S., the startling disconnects between federal and 

state public health approaches to “flattening the curve” of the virus spread, and the troubling fact that on 

Thursday evening China reported 55 new cases of the virus, some of which are believed to have come from 

the United States. The comprehensive summary might even begin to ruminate on the long-term societal 

implications of Modern Monetary Theory – which we questioned in early 2019 (1Q2019 CIO Commentary) but 

which is now unarguably the order of the day.  However, none of that would help you in the here and 

now evaluate the prospects for your investment portfolios. And, offering “here and now” considerations is our 

primary goal in these crisis era communiques.  

So, what can we say at this point that may be at least somewhat useful to those of you who are rightfully 

worried about the current state of your investment portfolios?  

Well, it is still FAR too early to say anything conclusive, but we are ready to make several observations on a 

“thus far into the crisis” basis. To avoid incessant repetition, we ask you to insert mentally the words “thus far 

into the crisis” in front of the following:  

• While the absolute YTD returns we are seeing from our comprehensive endowment strategy 

are negative and disconcerting indeed, we continue to be encouraged by how the strategy is behaving 

relative to broad equity indices. Said simply, through March 26, 2020, the strategy has lost less than a 

65/35 mix of passively-managed stocks and bonds1.   

• We are seeing distinct, albeit short term, signs that active management can provide significant 

downside protection in times of major market dislocations. In the long, gently upward, low volatility 

period that generally prevailed from 1Q 2009 until 1Q 2020, many investors lost faith in active 

management. We argued often that they might regret their desertion once significant volatility re-

entered the scene, but we often felt like a lonely voice in the wilderness.  Volatility is now back in full 

force and, in our view, active management appears to be working.  

• The most hated class of active managers – hedge funds – are doing the job we expected of them and 

are providing substantial ballast in the maelstrom.  

165% MSCI All Country World Index, 35% Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index 
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• Chinese equities are outperforming equities from every other major geography (the U.S., Europe, 

Japan, etc.). Our overweight to China has been unpopular in some circles for reasons we understand, 

but our thesis was soundly based on our access to exceptional managers in a market with less 

institutional competition and lower starting valuations and (we are happy to say) these factors are 

paying off in the current environment.   

• While our short duration, U.S. government centric approach to fixed income 

has modestly underperformed the Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index, we take great 

comfort in the safety associated with its absence of credit risk and with the continuing access to reliable 

liquidity it offers. Before the Fed stepped in this week, trading in many other parts of the fixed income 

markets broke down, bids were hard to come by, and holding short duration U.S. treasuries felt pretty 

darn good.   

The future trajectory of capital markets from here is filled with lots of what Donald Rumsfeld famously called 

“unknown unknowns” and we’d be dishonest if we told you we knew what comes next. But, we do feel good 

about our current overall positioning and we feel especially good about the really talented active managers we 

have all over the world working diligently to deliver investment excellence throughout the tumult.  

What We Are Learning   

TIFF CIO, Jay Willoughby, has converted our heretofore weekly investment committee meetings into 

daily sessions since the start of the current financial crisis. But daily meetings do NOT imply daily actions in the 

portfolio. We are long-term investors, not daily traders. Rather, at each daily session Jay reports what he has 

personally learned in the previous 24 hours that informs his thinking about our ongoing portfolio management 

efforts. He insists that each of his investment committee colleagues do the same. The team’s daily learnings 

have come from Wall Street sources, industry competitors we know and respect, subscription-based research 

services, current TIFF Board members, TIFF’s worldwide roster of managers, and outbound calls 

to former TIFF board and staff colleagues (e.g., we had a probing and informative conversation yesterday 

morning with TIFF’s founder, David Salem).  

We will offer here just a small sample of recent learnings:  

• We discussed with a few Board members the outsized returns we have experienced from China this 

year and last year and whether we might now reduce our overweight to China (i.e., take some profits) 

or do just the opposite and increase our overweight because valuations in China still look pretty 

attractive. But, as noted above, we currently like our China sizing. 

• We evaluated with a current manager possible new opportunities in an area we have happily mostly 

avoided in recent years – credit. Credit spreads have widened so much during the recent 

dislocation that the risk/reward calculus we have found distinctly unappealing in recent years 

now looks at least intriguing in spots. We have work to do here. 

• We have had dialogue with a highly regarded foreign manager that has been “hard closed” for a long 

while and that may now have some limited capacity. We’re exploring making an investment.  

 

• We spoke to a few venture capital managers who believe, perhaps counterintuitively, that early 

stage venture funded companies should have more staying power in this harsh environment precisely 
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because they do not rely on revenue from sales. Most of them don’t yet have meaningful revenue 

streams, and instead rely primarily on their venture funding to sustain their operations.  So, the 

business lockdown doesn’t change much for them in the near to medium term.  

• We discussed with a current Board member the challenges of making fresh commitments to private 

equity when liquidity is at a premium and folks are understandably worried about near-term cash needs. 

His insight was, to our ears, both straightforward and wise. He said we should rigorously assess our 

liquidity needs in the near and medium-term along with the available sources to fund them. If that 

assessment shows we can’t afford new private equity commitments, then don’t make them. But if the 

analysis says we can afford fresh commitments, then by all means make them as skilled and selective 

PE managers should be able to buy companies in the period ahead at more attractive prices than we 

have seen in years.  

• One manager reported that bid/ask spreads have recently widened significantly, even in highly liquid 

stocks, such as those in the S&P 500. Where one might historically have expected 3-4 basis point 

bid/ask spreads for such stocks, today you are seeing more like 20 basis point spreads. Thus, trading 

has become much more expensive.  

We have literally hundreds of other examples of “learnings” such as those above. No one of them may cause 

us to do anything now or later. But, at a time when things are changing fast and information (and 

misinformation!) is flowing at warp speed, we are working diligently to understand and digest the important stuff 

and to sort out the noise.  

TIFF continues to be available to help you however we can.  We stand ready to answer any questions you may 

have, so please call 610-684-8200.  

www.tiff.org 

Past performance does not guarantee future results.   

All investments involve risk, including possible loss of principal.   

Not all strategies are appropriate for all investors.  There is no guarantee that any particular asset allocation or mix of 

strategies will meet your investment objectives. 

This communication is for general informational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice or a recommendation 

to buy or sell any security or a guarantee of future results. This article also does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer 

to buy interests in any particular security, including interests in any TIFF investment vehicle. This article may include “forward-looking 

statements,” such as information about possible or assumed investment returns or general economic conditions. Actual results may 

differ materially from the information included in this article and no information in this article will be updated to reflect actual results or 

changes in expectations. 

Index Descriptions 

Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index tracks the broad US bond market.  

MSCI All Country World Index tracks large- and mid-capitalization stocks worldwide. 

 

One cannot invest directly in an index, and unmanaged indices do not incur fees and expenses. 

http://www.tiff.org/

